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Smart use of space and creative problem 
solving turn a cramped Michigan kitchen into 
a stylish, storage-filled hub for entertaining.

modern moves

OPPOSITE: A U-shape 
floor plan makes 
the most of limited 
space. Homeowner 
Staci Meyers wanted 
the kitchen to be 
contemporary yet 
warm, a look that 
would update the space 
while respecting the 
home’s midcentury 
modern architecture. 
LEFT: Silver Galaxy 
granite in a steely gray 
contrasts with the 
room’s dark cabinetry 
and blends with the 
ceramic floor tiles. 



Add task, 
ambient, and 

under-counter 
lights to 

create a bright 
space and 

make a room 
look larger.
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When they bought the house in 2006, the kitchen had  
“typical 1950s cabinets, laminate countertops, and oh-so-
lovely harvest-gold appliances,” Staci says. The couple 
whitewashed the cabinets to buy time but dreamed of the  
day they could remodel.

 That day finally came. Rather than seeing their limited 
space and funds as confining, the Meyerses chose to embrace 
a less-is-more outlook. “Working within a budget forces you 
to be creative,” Staci says. 

One of Staci and Lonnie’s ideas to save money on the dirty 
work was to have a local Habitat for Humanity chapter tear 
out the old kitchen. “We paid a nominal fee that offset the 
cost of having to bring in a Dumpster,” Staci says. As part of 
the deal, they donated their old cabinetry, appliances, and 
plumbing fixtures. “We recycled what we didn’t need, which 
we felt good about, plus it meant less in the landfill.” 

To ensure an efficient installation, Staci ordered her 
cabinets—modern, espresso-color models and frosted-glass 
panels—well in advance. “While we spent four weeks in 

construction, we spent three months planning,” she says. 
Customizing stock cabinetry allowed them to afford 

granite countertops and pro-style appliances. Opting for 
simple hardware in most places meant they could splurge  
on the two figure-shape pulls on the pantry cabinets—
personality-rich accents that Staci considers functional art. 
Working within the kitchen’s existing footprint, the couple 
removed an awkward pocket door and took out part of the 
wall into the dining room to create a better flow for living and 
entertaining. “In the old kitchen, there was no interaction 
between the kitchen and the dining room,” Staci says. They 
also bumped the refrigerator wall 4 inches into the foyer to 
create the look of a built-in appliance and allow extra depth 
for two pantries with pullout shelves. To maximize storage, 
two standard-depth, glass-front cabinets were also included.

 From intimate dinners for two to bustling parties and 
family holidays, the kitchen can now handle it all in style.  
“It’s finally everything we knew it could be,” Staci says. 
resources begin on page 110.

just one month.              That’s all the time it took 
for budget-minded Detroit-area homeowners Staci and Lonnie Meyers 
to remodel the dated kitchen in their 1959 ranch-style home.
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ThIS PhOTO: A single-
basin sink and pullout 
faucet ensure both 
fashion and function 
in the modern space. 
Homeowner Lonnie 
Meyers made the 
valances from wood 
shelves. OPPOSITE 
LEFT: Removing part 
of the wall above the 
sleek cooktop opened 
up the kitchen to the 
dining room. OPPOSITE 
RIGhT: A pull-up door 
hides the TV; a tambour 
door provides access to 
the coffeemaker.



 

Appliances
Cooktop  2,600
Dishwasher  790
Oven  2,600
Refrigerator  2,165
Vent/hood   975

Cabinetry
Cabinets  5,000
Hardware  500

Plumbing 
Faucet  180
Sink  400

Surfaces
Countertop  3,500
Paint  250
Tile (floor and backsplash) 1,650

Miscellaneous
Building materials  1,000
Light fixtures  750
 
Total $22,360
Costs do not include labor unless noted.   

budget

DWR/F

O

TV/
coffee

11x16

Staci and Lonnie Meyers extended the 
countertop on the peninsula to accommodate 
barstools for casual dining and removed part 
of the wall between the kitchen and dining 
room to improve flow between the rooms.

OPPOSITE: Staci designed 
built-in storage for dishes 
and glassware in the dining 
room using stock cabinetry 
that matches the kitchen 
cabinets. AbOvE: Bumping 
the refrigerator wall back 
into the foyer 4 inches 
allowed for deeper cabinets 
and makes the standard 
refrigerator look built-in. 
Handsome espresso-color 
cabinetry features frameless 
inset doors accented by sleek 
stainless-steel appliances. 
RIGhT: Pullout pantry 
shelves pack in lots of 
storage; the decorative pulls 
add artistic style.

about this makeover



Create the look 
of a built-in 

sideboard by 
topping tall 

wall cabinets 
with a slab of 
countertop.
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